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	This book is intended for an introductory digital design course for students at the freshman

	level; it is also intended for an introductory computer design course with assembly

	language programming for students at the sophomore level or above. The material in the

	book is suitable for students who study computer engineering, computer science, and electrical

	engineering. This book uses a spiral teaching approach by introducing a design problem and

	then, in the same or a later chapter, either (1) reemphasizing the same concepts when a different

	design problem is presented, or (2) working the same problem using a different technique. This

	is done to increase the likelihood of retention.





	There is no prerequisite for the book; however, computer familiarity and/or a fi rst programming

	course usually helps students to learn VHDL and assembly language programming.

	This text is intended for an introductory digital design course for students at the freshman level; it also is intended for an introductory computer design course with assembly language programming for students at the sophomore level. This text uses a spiral teaching approach by introducing a design problem and then, in the same chapter or a later chapter, either (1) reemphasizing the same concepts when a different design is presented, or (2) working the same problem using a different technique. This is done to increase the likelihood of retention.
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Network and System Security, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2014

	Network and System Security provides focused coverage of network and system security technologies. It explores practical solutions to a wide range of network and systems security issues. Chapters are authored by leading experts in the field and address the immediate and long-term challenges in the authors’ respective areas of...
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The Data Warehouse ETL Toolkit: Practical Techniques for Extracting, CleaninJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) system is the foundation of the data
	warehouse. A properly designed ETL system extracts data from the source
	systems, enforces data quality and consistency standards, conforms data
	so that separate sources can be used together, and finally delivers data
	in a presentation-ready format so that...
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The Numbers Behind NUMB3RS: Solving Crime with MathematicsPlume, 2007
“Numb3rs looks like a winn3r.”
 —USA Today     

       The companion to the hit CBS crime series Numb3rs presents the fascinating way mathematics is used to fight real-life crime 

 Using the popular CBS prime-time TV crime series Numb3rs as a...
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Astrobiology: From the Origins of Life to the Search for Extraterrestrial IntelligenceSpringer, 2019

	
		This book provides concise and cutting-edge reviews in astrobiology, a young and still emerging multidisciplinary field of science that addresses the fundamental questions of how life originated and diversified on Earth, whether life exists beyond Earth, and what is the future for life on Earth. Readers will find coverage of the latest...
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Android Quick APIs ReferenceApress, 2015

	The Android Quick APIs Reference is a condensed code and APIs reference for the new Google Android 5.0 SDK. It presents the essential Android APIs in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.


	You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out history lessons, or witty stories in this...
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Laptop Music Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2005
This book is meant to be both an introduction to using computers in live music performance, as well as an advanced practical guide to this growing area of modern music. More and more musicians and bands working in a wide variety of different musical styles are using computers and software as part of their live performance rigs...
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